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MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

INTEGRATING A FUNCTION

▸ convert the integral to a discrete sum 

▸ higher order integrators 

▸ trapezoidal rule 

▸ Simpson rule
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MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

HIGH-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRALS

▸ Simpson rule with M points per dimension 

▸ in one dimension the error is O(M-4) 

▸ in d dimensions we need N=Md points: the error is O(M-4)=O(N-4/d) 

▸ an order-n scheme in one dimension is order-n/d in d 
dimensions! 

▸ statistical mechanics with N particles requires 6N-dimensional 
integrals (3N positions + 3N momenta) 

▸ integration becomes extremely inefficient: curse of 
dimensionality



MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

ULAM: THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

▸ What is the probability to win in Solitaire? 

▸ Ulam: play it 100 times, count the 
number of wins and you have a pretty 
good estimate!
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MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

▸ consider an integral 

▸ instead of evaluating it at equally spaced points evaluate it 
at M points xi randomly chosen in Ω 

▸ the error is statistical: 

▸ in d>8 dimensions Monte Carlo is better than Simpson!
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MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

SHARPLY PEAKED FUNCTIONS

▸ in many cases the integrand is 
large only in a tiny region 

▸ lots of time wasted in regions 
where integrand is small 

▸ sampling error is large because 
variance is large

wasted effort



MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION

IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

▸ choose points with probability 
p(x) instead of uniformly 

▸ the error is now determined by 

▸ find p similar to f and such that 
p-distributed random numbers 
are easily available
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RANDOM NUMBERS

RANDOM NUMBERS

▸ real random numbers are hard to obtain 

▸ classical chaos (atmospheric noise) 

▸ quantum mechanics 

▸ commercial quantum random number 
generators 

▸ based on photons and semi-transparent mirrors 

▸ 4 Mbit/s from a USB device, too slow for most 
MC simulations

idquantique.com

http://idquantique.com


RANDOM NUMBERS

PSEUDO RANDOM NUMBERS

▸ are generated by an algorithm 

▸ not random at all, but completely deterministic 

▸ look nearly random though when algorithm is not known 

▸ may be good enough for our purpose 

▸ never trust pseudo-random numbers however!



RANDOM NUMBERS

LINEAR CONGRUENTIAL GENERATORS

▸ are of the simple form xn+1 = f(xn) 

▸ e.g. the GGL generator 
with a=16807, c=0, m=231-1 

▸ quality depends sensitively on a, c, m 

▸ periodicity is a problem with such 32-bit generators 

▸ sequence repeats identically after 231-1 iterations 

▸ with 500 million numbers per second that is just 4 seconds! 

▸ should not be used any more!

xn+1 = (axn + c) mod m

wikipedia.org/wiki/RANDU



RANDOM NUMBERS

LAGGED FIBONACCI GENERATORS

▸ good choices are 

▸ (2281, 1252, +) 

▸ (9689, 5502, +) 

▸ (44497, 23463, +) 

▸ seed blocks usually generated by linear congruential 

▸ very long periods due to large block of seeds 

▸ very fast: vectorizes and pipelines well

xn = xn�p ⌦ xn�q mod m



RANDOM NUMBERS

MORE ADVANCED GENERATORS

▸ as well-established generators fail new tests, better and 
better generators are developed 

▸ Mersenne twister (Matsumoto & Nishimura 1997) 

▸ Well generator (Panneton & L’Ecuyer 2004) 

▸ based on lagged Fibonacci generators, improved with 
random bit shuffles 

▸ deep number theory enters design of these generators



RANDOM NUMBERS

ARE THESE NUMBERS REALLY RANDOM?

▸ No! 

▸ Are they random enough? 

▸ Maybe? 

▸ Statistical tests for distribution and correlations 

▸ Are these tests enough? 

▸ No! Your calculation could depend in a subtle way on hidden correlations! 

▸ What is the ultimate test? 

▸ Run your simulation with various random number generators and compare 
the results
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CALCULATING Π IN MONACO

CALCULATE Π BY THROWING PEBBLES INTO A CIRCLE (DIRECT SAMPLING)

Monte Carlo

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)

Direct sampling (algorithm)

procedure direct-pi

Nhits ← 0 (initialize)

for i = 1, . . . ,N do
⎧

⎨

⎩

x ← ran[−1, 1]
y ← ran[−1, 1]
if (x2 + y2 < 1) Nhits ← Nhits + 1

output Nhits

——

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)

Direct sampling (results)

Five trials with N = 4000

run Nhits estimation
1 3156 3.156
2 3129 3.129
3 3154 3.154
4 3134 3.134
5 3148 3.148

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)
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CALCULATING Π IN CANADA (DIRECT SAMPLING)
A Ballistic Monte Carlo Approximation of ⇡

Vincent Dumoulin⇤

Département d’informatique et de recherche opérationnelle

Université de Montréal

Félix Thouin†

Département de physique

Université de Montréal

(Dated: April 10, 2014)

We compute a Monte Carlo approximation of ⇡ using importance sampling with shots coming

out of a Mossberg 500 pump-action shotgun as the proposal distribution. An approximated value

of 3.131 is obtained, corresponding to a 0.33% error on the exact value of ⇡. To our knowledge, this

represents the first attempt at estimating ⇡ using such method, thus opening up new perspectives

towards computing mathematical constants using everyday tools.

Keywords: shotgun, ⇡, Monte Carlo, importance sampling

I. INTRODUCTION

The ratio between a circle’s circumference and its di-
ameter, named ⇡, is a mathematical constant of crucial
importance to science, yet most scientists rely on pre-
computed approximations of ⇡ for their research. This
is problematic, because scientific progress relies on infor-
mation that will very likely disappear in case of a cata-
clysmic event, such as a zombie apocalypse. In such case,
scientific progress might even stop entirely. This moti-
vates the need for a robust, yet easily applicable method
to estimate ⇡.

We first lay down the theoretical framework for Monte
Carlo methods, including importance sampling and pro-
pose a probabilistic interpretation of ⇡ within this frame-
work. We then introduce the idea of computing ⇡ using
importance sampling with a ballistic-based proposal dis-
tribution and suggest a robust way of dealing with the
unknown generating distribution. Finally, we compare
the obtained estimation of ⇡ with the true value.

A. Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo method, first introduced in [1], is a
stochastic approach to computing expectations of func-
tions of random variables. Let f(x) : Rn ! R+ be a
probability density function over a random vector x 2 Rn

and let g(x) : Rn ! R be a function of x.
The expected value E of g over f is defined as

Ef [g(x)] =

Z

Rn

f(x)g(x)dx. (1)

The Monte Carlo method approaches Ef [g(x)] with

⇤
vincent.dumoulin@umontreal.ca

†
felix.thouin@umontreal.ca

Ef [g(x)] ⇡ Êf [g(x)] =
1

N

NX

i=1

g(xi), xi ⇠ f(x) (2)

where xi ⇠ f(x) means xi is drawn f(x).
Note that Êf [g(x)] is a consistent estimator of

Ef [g(x)], i.e. Êf [g(x)] converges in probability to
Ef [g(x)] as N ! 1. Furthermore, its variance decreases
as 1

N independently of the dimensionality of x. For more
details, see [2].

B. Importance sampling

When sampling from f(x) is difficult or impossible, or
when f(x) is too different from g(x) (i.e. high probability
mass regions correspond to a low-valued g(x) and vice-
versa), Monte Carlo methods may fail. In that case, we
note that

Ef [g(x)] =

Z
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for some arbitrary distribution q(x) such that q(x) > 0
when f(x)g(x) 6= 0. We can therefore reformulate the
approximation as
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CALCULATING Π IN MONACO

ADULTS GAME (MARKOV CHAIN SAMPLING)

Markov-chain sampling (adults’ game)

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)
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AFTER THE GAME

After the game

Metropolis et al. algorithm (1953).

Crucial role of rejections.

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)

Markov-chain sampling (algorithm)

procedure markov-pi

hits← 0; x ← 1; y ← −1
for i = 1, . . . ,N do

⎧

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

δx ← ran[−δ, δ]
δy ← ran[−δ, δ]
if (|x + δx | < 1 and |y + δy | < 1) then

{

x ← x + δx

y ← y + δy

if (x2 + y2 < 1) Nhits ← Nhits + 1
output Nhits

——

Werner Krauth Monte Carlo sampling - an introduction (1/3)crucial role of rejections
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MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

MONTE CARLO FOR CLASSICAL SYSTEMS

▸ evaluate phase space integral by importance sampling 

▸ pick configurations with correct Boltzmann weight 

▸ But how do we create configurations with that 
distribution? 

▸ The key problem in statistical mechanics!

hAi =
R
⌦ A(c)p(c)dcR

⌦ p(c)dc
hAi ⇡ A ⌘ 1

M

MX

i=1

A(ci)

P (c) =
p(c)

Z
=

exp(��E(c))

Z



MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

THE METROPOLIS ALGORITHM

THE 0 R Y 0 F T RAe KEF FEe T SIN R A D I 0 L Y SIS 0 F W ATE R 1087 

instead, only water molecules with different amounts of 
excitation energy. These may follow any of three paths: 

(a) The excitation energy is lost without dissociation 
into radicals (by collision, or possibly radiation, as in 
aromatic hydrocarbons). 

(b) The molecules dissociate, but the resulting radi-
cals recombine without escaping from the liquid cage. 

(c) The molecules dissociate and escape from the 
cage. In this case we would not expect them to move 
more than a few molecular diameters through the dense 
medium before being thermalized. 

In accordance with the notation introduced by 
Burton, Magee, and Samuel,22 the molecules following 

22 Burton, Magee, and Samuel, J. Chern. Phys. 20, 760 (1952). 

THE JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 

paths (a) and (b) can be designated H 20* and those 
following path (c) can be designated H 20t. It seems 
reasonable to assume for the purpose of these calcula-
tions that the ionized H 20 molecules will become the 
H 20t molecules, but this is not likely to be a complete 
correspondence. 

In conclusion we would like to emphasize that the 
qualitative result of this section is not critically de-
pendent on the exact values of the physical parameters 
used. However, this treatment is classical, and a correct 
treatment must be wave mechanical; therefore the 
result of this section cannot be taken as an a priori 
theoretical prediction. The success of the radical diffu-
sion model given above lends some plausibility to the 
occurrence of electron capture as described by this 
crude calculation. Further work is clearly needed. 

VOLUME 21, NUMBER 6 JUNE, 1953 

Equation of State Calculations by Fast Computing Machines 
NICHOLAS METROPOLIS, ARIANNA W. ROSENBLUTH, MARSHALL N. ROSENBLUTH, AND AUGUSTA H. TELLER, 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 

AND 

EDWARD TELLER, * Department of Physics, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 
(Received March 6, 1953) 

A general method, suitable for fast computing machines, for investigatiflg such properties as equations of 
state for substances consisting of interacting individual molecules is described. The method consists of a 
modified Monte Carlo integration over configuration space. Results for the two-dimensional rigid-sphere 
system have been obtained on the Los Alamos MANIAC and are presented here. These results are compared 
to the free volume equation of state and to a four-term virial coefficient expansion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE purpose of this paper is to describe a general 
method, suitable for fast electronic computing 

machines, of calculating the properties of any substance 
which may be considered as composed of interacting 
individual molecules. Classical statistics is assumed, 
only two-body forces are considered, and the potential 
field of a molecule is assumed spherically symmetric. 
These are the usual assumptions made in theories of 
liquids. Subject to the above assumptions, the method 
is not restricted to any range of temperature or density. 
This paper will also present results of a preliminary two-
dimensional calculation for the rigid-sphere system. 
Work on the two-dimensional case with a Lennard-
Jones potential is in progress and will be reported in a 
later paper. Also, the problem in three dimensions is 
being investigated. 

* Now at the Radiation Laboratory of the University of Cali-
fornia, Livermore, California. 

II. THE GENERAL METHOD FOR AN ARBITRARY 
POTENTIAL BETWEEN THE PARTICLES 

In order to reduce the problem to a feasible size for 
numerical work, we can, of course, consider only a finite 
number of particles. This number N may be as high as 
several hundred. Our system consists of a squaret con-
taining N particles. In order to minimize the surface 
effects we suppose the complete substance to be periodic, 
consisting of many such squares, each square contain-
ing N particles in the same configuration. Thus we 
define dAB, the minimum distance between particles A 
and B, as the shortest distance between A and any of 
the particles B, of which there is one in each of the 
squares which comprise the complete substance. If we 
have a potential which falls off rapidly with distance, 
there will be at most one of the distances AB which 
can make a substantial contribution; hence we need 
consider only the minimum distance dAB. 

t We will use two-dimensional nomenclature here since it 
is easier to visualize. The extension to three dimensions is obvious. 

 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
129.132.211.110 On: Tue, 25 Nov 2014 11:46:59
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MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

▸ instead of drawing independent samples ci we build a 
Markov chain c1 → c2 → … → ci → ci+1 → … 

▸ transition probabilities Wx,y for transition x → y need to 
satisfy 

▸ ergodicity: any configuration reachable from any other 

▸ balance: the distribution is stationary

8
x,y

9
n

: (Wn)
x,y

> 0

0 =
d

dt

p(x) =
X

y

p(y)W
y,x

�
X
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MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

DETAILED BALANCE

▸ simplest and most common way to satisfy balance 
condition 

▸ detailed balance is sufficient but not necessary for balance 

▸ global balance algorithms can explore configuration space 
more efficiently — but are harder to construct

p(y)W
y,x

= p(x)W
x,y



MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

THE METROPOLIS ALGORITHM

▸ Teller’s proposal was to use rejection sampling: 

▸ propose a change with an a-priori proposal rate Ax,y 

▸ accept the proposal with a probability Px,y 

▸ the total transition rate is Wx,y = Ax,y Px,y 

▸ the choice  
 
satisfies detailed balance and was first proposed by 
Metropolis at al.

P

x,y

= min


1,

A

y,x

p(y)

A

x,y

p(x)

�



MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

METROPOLIS ALGORITHM FOR THE ISING MODEL

1. pick a random spin and propose to flip it 

2. accept the flip with probability 

3. perform a measurement — independent of whether the 
flip was accepted or rejected!

P = min
h
1, e��(E

new

�E
old

)
i



MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO

EQUILIBRATION

▸ starting from a random initial configuration it takes a while 
to reach the equilibrium distribution 

▸ the desired equilibrium distribution is a left eigenvector 
with eigenvalue 1 (balance condition) 

▸ convergence controlled by second-largest eigenvalue 

▸ we need to run the simulation for a while to equilibrate 
and only then start measuring

p(x) =
X

y

p(y)W
y,x

p(x, t) = p(x) +O(e��2t)
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MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

THE DOGS & FLEAS MODEL

▸ two dogs play 

▸ Anik has 50 fleas 

▸ Burnside has no fleas 

▸ at each time step a random flea jumps to the other dog 

▸ what is the distribution of fleas after they played? 

▸ Vinay Ambegaokar and Matthias Troyer 
 American Journal of Physics 78, 150 (2010) 



MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

DOGS & FLEAS - DIRECT SAMPLING

B. The dogs and fleas simulation

We next implement the simulation of the dog and fleas
game. We start with all N=50 fleas on Burnside and hence
n=0. In each simulation step we then choose one of the N
fleas at random by drawing a uniform integer random num-
ber u between 1 and N and move that flea to the other dog. In
practice, we label the fleas so that fleas 1 , . . . ,n are on Anik
and fleas n+1, . . . ,N are on Burnside. Hence if u!n, we
move a flea from Anik to Burnside and decrease n by 1;
otherwise we move a flea in the opposite way and increase n
by 1.

In our simulation we need to wait a while until the distri-
bution of fleas has equilibrated, and we can expect to observe
the asymptotic distribution. We thus perform M /5 flea hops
for equilibration without recording any measurements. Only
then do we start with the actual simulation and perform M
flea hops, recording the histogram H!n".

In simple examples like this simulation, we might actually
be able to guess the number of steps needed for equilibration.
As we show in the Appendix, only about 50 hops are needed
to reach equilibrium. Why then did we throw away 20%, or
2000 samples? The reason is that in more complex cases we
often have no idea of the actual equilibration times. It is then
strongly recommended to err on the side of throwing away
too many samples rather than too few. By throwing away the
first 20% of our samples, we increase our statistical error by
only about 10% #remember the inverse square root scaling of
the error with the number of samples$, which is a small price
to pay to be on the safe side regarding equilibration.

In Fig. 2 we compare P!n" to the exact solution and ob-
serve deviations that have been noted earlier.5 At first sight,
the deviations are puzzling because the curves look smooth.
However, the asymmetric shapes cannot be correct, and the
errors bars calculated using Eq. #10$ with M =8000 are too
small. That these features are general can be seen by repeat-
ing the simulations with different random seeds. Sometimes
the results look mostly right, but often they are just plainly

wrong as in Fig. 2. The large variations observed also con-
firm that something is wrong with the error estimates.

A little further thought suggests the reason. Equation #14$
is an estimate for the relative deviation from the mean of M
trials of a binomial process with a success probability esti-
mate P!n". But M single flea hops is not the same as M trials
of the whole distribution as performed to obtain Fig. 1.

IV. AUTOCORRELATION EFFECTS AND ERROR
ESTIMATES

We need to reconsider the derivation of the errors in Eqs.
#6a$–#6c$ and #7$–#10$. The only assumption, besides a finite
variance, in Eq. #5$ was the independence of samples x!i and
x! j for i! j. Although this independence is clear in the direct
simulation—at least as long as we use independent random
numbers to create the flea distributions—it is not true of the
original dogs and fleas simulation in which subsequent
samples differ only by a single flea. The samples form a
“Markov chain.” As remarked, this method of sampling ex-
plores the space of states much less efficiently than the cal-
culation of Fig. 1 in which every flea is addressed at every
trial. Equation #5$ and thus also the error estimate #10$ are
not valid for correlated samples from a Markov chain. The
correlation between samples is also responsible for the
smooth shape of the results, which fools our intuition about
the errors of the results.

In the following we will discuss two methods for obtain-
ing reliable errors of a Monte Carlo simulation.

A. Error estimates from independent simulations

The easiest way of obtaining reliable error estimates is to
create independent samples. To obtain them we perform the
simulation multiple times with different random seeds. In
each simulation we record an estimate for P!n". Then we

0
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in a direct Monte
Carlo simulation with the exact asymptotic result. M =10 000 samples were
recorded.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in Monte Carlo
simulations of the original dog and fleas game with the exact asymptotic
result. Two different random seeds were used; M =10 000 and M /5 steps
were used for equilibration. Something is wrong because the exact results
are significantly outside the error bars, not even the two simulations agree,
and the asymmetric shape cannot be right.

152 152Am. J. Phys., Vol. 78, No. 2, February 2010 Vinay Ambegaokar and Matthias Troyer
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MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

DOGS & FLEAS - NAIVE ERRORS

▸ MCMC: pick a flea and 
let it jump to the other 
dog 

▸ estimate errors using 
the standard equation

�A =

r
VarA

M
⇡

s
A2 �A

2

M � 1

B. The dogs and fleas simulation

We next implement the simulation of the dog and fleas
game. We start with all N=50 fleas on Burnside and hence
n=0. In each simulation step we then choose one of the N
fleas at random by drawing a uniform integer random num-
ber u between 1 and N and move that flea to the other dog. In
practice, we label the fleas so that fleas 1 , . . . ,n are on Anik
and fleas n+1, . . . ,N are on Burnside. Hence if u!n, we
move a flea from Anik to Burnside and decrease n by 1;
otherwise we move a flea in the opposite way and increase n
by 1.

In our simulation we need to wait a while until the distri-
bution of fleas has equilibrated, and we can expect to observe
the asymptotic distribution. We thus perform M /5 flea hops
for equilibration without recording any measurements. Only
then do we start with the actual simulation and perform M
flea hops, recording the histogram H!n".

In simple examples like this simulation, we might actually
be able to guess the number of steps needed for equilibration.
As we show in the Appendix, only about 50 hops are needed
to reach equilibrium. Why then did we throw away 20%, or
2000 samples? The reason is that in more complex cases we
often have no idea of the actual equilibration times. It is then
strongly recommended to err on the side of throwing away
too many samples rather than too few. By throwing away the
first 20% of our samples, we increase our statistical error by
only about 10% #remember the inverse square root scaling of
the error with the number of samples$, which is a small price
to pay to be on the safe side regarding equilibration.

In Fig. 2 we compare P!n" to the exact solution and ob-
serve deviations that have been noted earlier.5 At first sight,
the deviations are puzzling because the curves look smooth.
However, the asymmetric shapes cannot be correct, and the
errors bars calculated using Eq. #10$ with M =8000 are too
small. That these features are general can be seen by repeat-
ing the simulations with different random seeds. Sometimes
the results look mostly right, but often they are just plainly

wrong as in Fig. 2. The large variations observed also con-
firm that something is wrong with the error estimates.

A little further thought suggests the reason. Equation #14$
is an estimate for the relative deviation from the mean of M
trials of a binomial process with a success probability esti-
mate P!n". But M single flea hops is not the same as M trials
of the whole distribution as performed to obtain Fig. 1.

IV. AUTOCORRELATION EFFECTS AND ERROR
ESTIMATES

We need to reconsider the derivation of the errors in Eqs.
#6a$–#6c$ and #7$–#10$. The only assumption, besides a finite
variance, in Eq. #5$ was the independence of samples x!i and
x! j for i! j. Although this independence is clear in the direct
simulation—at least as long as we use independent random
numbers to create the flea distributions—it is not true of the
original dogs and fleas simulation in which subsequent
samples differ only by a single flea. The samples form a
“Markov chain.” As remarked, this method of sampling ex-
plores the space of states much less efficiently than the cal-
culation of Fig. 1 in which every flea is addressed at every
trial. Equation #5$ and thus also the error estimate #10$ are
not valid for correlated samples from a Markov chain. The
correlation between samples is also responsible for the
smooth shape of the results, which fools our intuition about
the errors of the results.

In the following we will discuss two methods for obtain-
ing reliable errors of a Monte Carlo simulation.

A. Error estimates from independent simulations

The easiest way of obtaining reliable error estimates is to
create independent samples. To obtain them we perform the
simulation multiple times with different random seeds. In
each simulation we record an estimate for P!n". Then we
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in a direct Monte
Carlo simulation with the exact asymptotic result. M =10 000 samples were
recorded.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in Monte Carlo
simulations of the original dog and fleas game with the exact asymptotic
result. Two different random seeds were used; M =10 000 and M /5 steps
were used for equilibration. Something is wrong because the exact results
are significantly outside the error bars, not even the two simulations agree,
and the asymmetric shape cannot be right.
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MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

DOGS & FLEAS - UNCORRELATED ERRORS

▸ one flea hop does not 
change much 

▸ measure only after 99 
hops

�A =

r
VarA

M
⇡

s
A2 �A

2

M � 1

obtain a final estimate for P!n" by averaging the P!n" ob-
tained in the individual simulations and an error estimate by
applying Eq. #14$ to the P!n" obtained from these indepen-
dent simulations.

We show results from performing L=10 simulations of
M /L=1000 measurements each in Fig. 3. Although we still
see large deviations and the maximum appears too high as in
Refs. 4 and 5, the error bars are now much larger and appear
correct—they include the correct value most of the time.

Although performing L independent simulations gives re-
liable error bars, we pay the price that each of the L simula-
tions needs to be equilibrated independently so that in our
case we performed LM /5=20 000 equilibration steps in ad-
dition to M =10 000 measurement steps.

B. Error estimates from uncorrelated samples

Another way of obtaining reliable errors is not to measure
after every flea hop but to let many fleas hop before perform-
ing a measurement. In Fig. 4 we show the results from a
simulation performing Nhop=99 flea hops10 between each of
the M =10 000 measurements. Now the Monte Carlo results
agree with the exact results, and the error bars are again
much smaller but at the cost of having to perform Nhop=99
times more flea hops and also losing all of the potentially
useful information between measurements. In addition, we
have no way of knowing whether Nhop=99 hops between
measurements are sufficient to create uncorrelated samples
for which Eq. #5$ holds, or whether a much smaller suffices
or a much larger number is needed.

C. Error estimates for correlated samples

The previous analysis clearly demonstrates that the corre-
lation between samples x!i and x! j is the origin of our prob-

lems. Instead, let us correct the error estimate Eq. #10$ for the
case of correlated samples by including the terms that we
omitted under the assumption of independence #5$ to obtain

!A
2 =

Var A

M
+

1
M2 %

i!j=1

M

#&AiAj' − &A'2$ . #15$

Previously we had assumed that due to independence the
second term is zero. Let us now replace the assumption of
independence by a rapid decay as (i− j(→" #Ref. 11$ and
rewrite the second term as

1
M2 %

i!j=1

M

#&AiAj' − &A'2$ =
2

M2 %
i#j=1

M

#&AiAj' − &A'2$ #16a$

=
2

M2%
i=1

M

%
t=1

M−i

#&AiAi+t' − &A'2$

#16b$

=
2
M %

t=1

M−1

#&A1A1+t' − &A'2$ #16c$

)
2
M %

t=1

"

#&A1A1+t' − &A'2$ #16d$

*
2
M

#Var A$$A. #16e$

To go from the right-hand side of Eq. #16a$ to Eq. #16b$, we
relabeled the indices. In Eq. #16c$ we used the identical
distributions to limit the sum over i to the first index; in
Eq. #16d$ we extended the sum over t to infinity because the
correlations are expected to decay fast enough; and in
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in Monte Carlo
simulations of the original dog and fleas game with the exact asymptotic
result. Now L=10 independent simulations were performed for a total of
M =10 000 measurements. Each simulation performed M /L measurements,
and was equilibrated for M /5 steps. Now the error bars, estimated from the
L=10 independent simulations are much larger and agree with the exact
result, but at the cost of having to equilibrate L simulations.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the flea distribution P!n" obtained in Monte Carlo
simulations of the original dog and fleas game with the exact asymptotic
result. Now Nhop=99 flea hops were made between the M =10 000 measure-
ments and M /5 steps were used for equilibration. Nhop=99 seem to be
enough hops to decorrelate the samples and give reliable error estimates.
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MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

▸ the simple formula 
 

is valid only for independent samples 

▸ Metropolis algorithm generates correlated samples! 

▸ number of independent samples is reduced: 

▸ autocorrelation time is defined by

�A =

r
VarA

M

�A =

r
VarA

M
(1 + 2⌧A)

⌧A =

P1
t=1

�
hAi+tAii � hAi2

�

VarA



MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

BINNING ANALYSIS

take averages of consecutive measurements: averages 
become less correlated and naive error estimates converge 
to real error
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MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

BINNING ANALYSIS
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a smart implementation 
needs only O(log N) 
memory for N 
measurements



MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS

CORRELATED QUANTITIES

▸ how do we calculate the errors of functions of correlated 
measurements? 

▸ specific heat 

▸ Binder cumulant 

▸ the naive way of assuming uncorrelated errors is wrong! 

▸ also nonlinearities can lead to biased results! 

▸ jackknife/bootstrap resampling

cV =
hE2i � hEi2

T 2

U =
hm4i
hm2i2


